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ARTbutt began as a clothing and textile art 

project exploring elements of slow fashion and 

couture techniques.  ARTbutt’s final ready-to-

wear commercial garments draw their inspira-

tion directly from these initial one-of-a-kind 

first drafts, and are tirelessly developed to per-

fection in both form and function.  Even though 

the name may be cheeky, founder and designer 

Anya Ferring takes the design, sourcing, and 

production of all ARTbutt products very se-

riously.  Being an avid water lover, with over 

a decade of experience in the fashion industry 

and a previous career in the environmental 

nonprofit sector, ARTbutt Swim combines her 

greatest lifelong passions—sustainable design 

+ being in the water—into one joyful pursuit.

Concept ARTbutt
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Materials

More and more consumers are demanding supply chain transparency and use of sustainable mate-

rials in their garments.  Our swim suits are made from a combination of swim spandex made from 

recycled plastic waste, and deadstock fabrics that would otherwise end up in landfill.
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Other features of its recycled yarn include: shape retention; UV protection; ultraflat and soft; two 

way stretch; and pilling resistant.  

Having worked in sustainability nonprofits prior to her career in fashion, Anya has always been in-

terested in promoting slow fashion and exploring its potential.  At ARTbutt we believe soon sustai-

nable manufacturing won’t just be another buzz word, but simply a part of doing business as usual.

Our recycled spandex fabric comes from a premium 

Italian mill and is pretty special: thanks to its inno-

vative construction, it is twice as resistant to chlorine 

and suntan creams and oils than competitors’ fabrics.



ARTbutt designs were made to be moved in, and we 

believe all good play involves feeling confident about 

yourself, being active, and having fun.

Design
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Look good!

Feel good!

Play good!
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Flounces, gathers, and stripes are an ode to 

childhood suits and playtime at any age—but 

with a flirty, adult twist. 



Reversible designs to double your style--flip them 

around as the mood dictates.  The multi-faceted de-

sign of the swim top can also be worn as a bustier or a 

crop top: turn the bottom up to make it into more of a 

bra bustier, or wear the bottom down as a crop top for 

milling about outside of the water. 

Reversible
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Novelty construction on the back bottom leg opening 

uses flattering flounces instead of hard elastic, the re-

sult being a swim bottom that does not bite into your 

bum but seamlessly spreads over and enhances it.  

Seamless Construction
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The  Reversible Watermen’s Shorts  seek their inspiration 
from the classic silhouette and simple functionality of a re-
tro speedo and are a modern homage to the active water-
men throughout history who surfed, swam, lifegaurded, 
and beyond, updated with a contemporary edge for the 

present day water-lover. 
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The Watermen’s Shorts fit like a svelte, retro speedo on 

the guys, and shapes like a true boyshort on the gals, 

flattering in all the right ways without compromising 

functionality.  With full bottom coverage, longer out-

seams, and elastic waist drawstring to stay in place du-

ring all the activities.

Unisex Boyshorts
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Where It’s Made

ARTbutt swim is made in small batch production runs in NYC, with each piece being carefully inspected 

before being sent out to its final destination.  Having over 15 years of manufacturing and production ex-

perience, Anya personally manages and oversees all ARTbutt production in the heart of New York City’s 

Garment District, believing that the best manufacturing happens when you have your eyes and hands on 

it at every step in the process.



s

A life-long swimmer and surf lover, her home of Rockaway Beach, NY, added further 

inspiration to the line, leading her to collaborate with local artist Karen Ingram, who 

designed the “Urban Surf ” print as an ode to Rockaway based off of their shared experi-

ence of the natural and urban landscapes of their neighborhood.  Depicted in the print 

are wind, waves, sand, beach blankets and construction barriers, the subway overpass, a 

pair of Oyster Catchers in flight, Swans, two Gannets, three sharks and a cat.

Limited Edition Urban Surf Print
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All styles are personally fit on Anya to ensure that they live up not only her designer’s vision, but ac-

tive swimmer’s needs as well.  Lifelong local Rockaway surfers and swimmers Michael Kololyan and 

Danny Collins provided additional rigorous testing and feedback on the Watermen’s Shorts as well.
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Fit Process
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Most companies stop once they achieve fit approvals in the office.  However, once 

we are land-approved we don’t stop there: each ARTbutt style must then undergo 

further water testing in the ocean and lap lane, with additional “active wet gar-

ment” pattern corrections applied thereafter as necessary.  



Above all, we aim to make something beautiful that will last a long time . . .

with the smallest impact possible.
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